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Tête à Tête: The Opera Festival – WHAT THE AUDIENCE SAY

To be that
CLOSE, MAGICAL 

I laughed and
laughed and

Laughed Fantastic 

WOW, that's
so powerful 

I had no idea opera
was like this 



There’s really nothing quite 
like the feeling of going 
into a space and making a 
new piece of theatre� From 
one or two people’s flash 

of inspiration, things snowball until a whole 
battalion both directly involved in creating 
the show (performers, creative team), those 
who service the production (technicians of all 
kinds e�g� electricians, wardrobe, sound, set 
technicians, stage managers, producers) and 
those who help deliver the show to the public 
(front of house staff, venue and host managers, 
marketing and PR staff, box office)� As the 
opening approaches, even for the tiniest show, 
actually a vast group of people have worked 
together to make it happen, not least maybe 
the most important; you, the audience�

When Tête à Tête took flight with The Flying 
Fox twenty years ago, this could only have 
happened with the unequivocal backing of 
Tom Morris and BAC [Battersea Arts Centre] 
Opera� We grew and thrived under his wing, 
until we were ready for more sheltering 
organisations, the Bridewell Theatre and ENO 
Studio� Each helped us make some wonderful 
new shows to tour both nationally and 
internationally� A major driver behind the first 
Tête à Tête: The Opera Festival in 2006 was 

to give back some of the support that we had 
received in the early days�

We’re definitely mature now, if not an 
institution� Among the many crucial people 
helping all these dreams come true, none 
are more important than our funders� As we 
consolidate, and lose access to the many 
funds dedicated to launching initiatives, we are 
stronger and more efficient, yet find it more 
and more tough to keep going� We therefore 
owe a huge debt of gratitude to Arts Council 
England for its enduring regular funding� Those 
trusts and foundations who continue to support 
us also demonstrate, in their actions, their 
vision and sagacity� Our wonderful relationship 
with King’s Cross is an inspiration as to how 
businesses can work in symbiosis with the 
arts, as I’ve described at conferences around 
the world� Just as important are our beloved 
individual friends, people who dip into their 
pockets to help our dreams come true� We 
cannot thank you enough�

I fervently hope that, through all our new 
works, you find yourself transported to 
another world or two, and all the better for it�

Bill Bankes-Jones, July 2018.
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Tête à Tête: The Opera Festival

it’s a scream! 



BISHI: The Good Immigrant
Gryphon Records
Thursday 26th July 18:30-19:25
Lewis Cubitt Square

Music: Bishi & Cook · Words: Various

Musician/Artist/Vocalist/Performer Bishi has 
composed a Song Cycle of 6 new songs, BISHI: 
The Good Immigrant for Voice Looper, Sitar & 
Electronics, co-produced with composer & sound 
designer, Jeff Cook� The music is inspired by 
The Good Immigrant, edited by Nikesh Shukla, 
a collection of essays by 21 BAME writers, 
ruminating on race & identity in contemporary 
Britain� Each song is a response to a particular 
essay in the book, ending with a choral setting 
of Rabindranath Tagore’s Where The Mind is 
Without Fear�

Free event, no booking, just turn up and enjoy!

M /BishiTV  N @bishi_music   /bishi-2

The Errollyn Wallen Songbook
Produced by Errollyn Wallen & Ensemble X
Friday 27th July 18:30-19:30
Lewis Cubitt Square

Music & Words: Errollyn Wallen

Composer and Tête à Tête favourite Errollyn Wallen 
performs her first Cubitt Session: The Errollyn 
Wallen Songbook, a continually evolving set of Ivor 
Novello award-winning Errollyn Wallen’s inimitable 
songs, alongside her band�

Free event, no booking, just turn up and enjoy!

N @ErrollynWallen

Fleet Footing
Walk: Saturday 28th & Sunday 29th July 
14:00-18:00 · Friday 3rd August 17:00-19:00
Happening: Friday 3rd August 19:00-19:15
Meeting Point: Vale of Health Pond, Hampstead 
(Walk) · St Pancras Old Church (Happening) 

Fleet Footing is a downloadable work combining music, 
maps and interactive performance with a walk charting 
the course of London’s lost river�  Join the artists on the 
28th and 29th for the full walk from the spring of the Fleet 
on Hampstead Heath to its mouth at Blackfriars Bridge, 
and on the 3rd for a shorter walk from the spring of the 
Fleet on Hampstead Heath to St Pancras Old Church for a 
happening to celebrate the launch of the work�

No booking required, just turn up and enjoy!

For this walk, you will need to download the Fleet 
Footing album and map (special launch price 
£5, full price £7�50) onto a device of your choice 
in advance, and bring it along to the event with 
headphones� All download options available from 
www.catherinekontz.com/fleet-footing
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Mary’s Hand
McCaldin Arts
Wednesday 1st August 20:30-21:40 
Thursday 2nd August 20:30-21:40
Holy Cross Church

Music: Martin Bussey · Words: Di Sherlock

“I am the one you do not like”

Mary’s Hand is a new opera for solo voice about 
Mary Tudor, first Queen Regnant of England� 
Surrounded by political and religious intrigue 
she risked her head, heart and even her soul 
to survive� Remembered as ‘Bloody Mary’, she 
has had bad press� Mary loved card games and 
Fortune dealt her a tricky hand� Let Mary set the 
record straight – choose a card so we may begin�

M /McCaldinArts  N @McCaldinArts  P McCaldinArts

Juice Vocal Ensemble 
Plus Roshi Feat. Pars Radio
Thursday 2nd August 18:30-19:15
Lewis Cubitt Square

Music: Various · Words: Various

Extraordinary three-part a cappella meets Roshi’s 
Welsh-Iranian torch songs and electronica from 
Pars Radio� Juice Vocal Ensemble mix classical, 
folk, pop and improvisation, including a unique 
take on a pop song or two, Roshi’s experimental 
folk-pop explores themes including her Iranian 
heritage and London life, with vocal effects, loops, 
field recordings and atmospheres�

Free event, no booking, just turn up and enjoy!

M /JuiceVocalEnsemble  N @JuiceVocal  P JuiceVocal

WEAR
UU Studios
Friday 3rd August 20:00-20:45
The Crossing

Music & Words: Alastair White
Concept: Gemma A. Williams & Alastair White

An immersive sci-fi fashion presentation at the 
wild, impossible edges of contemporary art music: 
Waiting for Godot meets Lulu via fashion week for 
the post-truth era� WEAR is an opera about the end 
of the world: where the commercial use of time-
machine technology has ripped the universe apart� 
In on-site theatre featuring dance and virtuosic 
performances, it tells the story of two people 
reunited in a future without memory to examine the 
cost - and beauty - of the objects we create�

N @UU_Studios  P UUStudios
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Blue Electric
Tom Smail and Alba Arikha
Tuesday 7th August 19:00-19:40
RADA Studios

Music: Tom Smail · Words: Alba Arikha

Paris, 1980s�  A rebellious adolescent� Holocaust 
and exile� Cafés and nightclubs, shifty boyfriends 
and broken friendships, Blue Electric charts a 
young woman’s search for identity in the shadow 
of her artist father’s hidden history� Based on 
the acclaimed memoir Major/Minor and directed 
by Academy Award  nominee Hugh Hudson, this 
opera explores the effects of trauma on family 
life� With a powerful contemporary score, this is 
a universal story of loss, love and what it means 
to be alive�

N @TomSmailMusic

Einstein’s Dreams
Red Hat Opera
Tuesday 7th August 20:00-20:40
RADA Studios

Music: Guy Harries · Words: Norman Welch

Imagine a world where each love affair has three 
different endings� Imagine a world where people 
chase nightingales in the hope of capturing a 
single moment� Time behaves in unexpected ways 
in Einstein’s Dreams, a new opera based on the 
best-selling novel by Alan Lightman� Now imagine 
seeing the world premiere of four scenes from this 
full-length piece that fuses classic theatricality, 
contemporary dance and an electronic score by 
award-winning composer Guy Harries (Flourish 
New Opera Prize 2013)�

M @RedHatOpera

NIBIRU!
Ergo Phizmiz (PLC)
Tuesday 7th August 21:00-21:50
RADA Studios

Music & Words: Dominic Robertson

A techno tone-poem musing on the end of the world, 
estate agents, social networking, internet conspiracy 
theories, and large, invasive, tap-dancing happeee-
celestial bodies from the writer/composer of electro-
opera sensation Mozart vs Machine.  “It is half space 
opera, half soap opera� It does the macro and micro, 
the cosmic and the domestic, the space-age and 
the vill-age all at the same time���  Voices drift in and 
out of Phizmiz’s fully automated luxury skiffle�” - The 
Wire Magazine� In glorious techno-color, containing 
noise, multimedia projections and mild to spicy peril�

N @ErgoPhizmizPLC  P ErgoPhizmizPLC
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Vicky & Albert
Sonopera
Wednesday 8th August 19:00-19:20
RADA Studios

Music & Words: Elfyn Jones 
Sound Design: Elfyn Jones

As friends and life leave Vicky behind, she reaches 
out, but only as far as her smartphone� Vicky and 
Albert features gifted mezzo Anna Prowse as 
Vicky, and a sophisticated sound design as Albert, 
the boyfriend app with whom she has a short but 
intense relationship�

This is the first production by Sonopera, 
integrating live performance with sound design� 
It’s an opera about love, loneliness and Lobster 
Thermidor - but will Albert win Vicky’s heart? And 
who’s telling the story, anyway?

M /Sonopera1  N @ElfynJones

The Cloak & Dagger Affair
The Music Troupe
Wednesday 8th August 19:40-20:20
RADA Studios

Music: Edward Lambert
Words: Federico García Lorca

Don Perlimplín has a young wife� Does Belisa 
really care for him despite being unfaithful? She’s 
smitten by a mysterious stranger in a red cloak 
seen in the garden� Why isn’t Perlimplín jealous? 
With music that’s bel canto and a production that 
challenges ideas of love and lust, gender and 
identity, The Music Troupe presents a chamber 
opera which is tragic and surreal� Based on a play 
by Lorca, nothing is quite what it seems in the 
dysfunctional playboy mansion�

M /MusicTroupe  N @MusicTroupe

Entanglement! 
An Entropic Tale
Infinite Opera
Wednesday 8th August 20:40-21:35
RADA Studios

Music: Daniel Blanco Albert
Words: Roxanne Korda

Entanglement! An Entropic Tale is a cosmic 
dissemination opera that describes the mysteries 
of our universe (and of many others) with the 
distinctive sense of humour that only a nihilist 
character such as Entropy can have� At the same 
time, the impossible love story of an electron 
and a positron, who are stuck in a quantum 
quandary about their possibilities, arises during 
the unstoppable - and chaotic - destruction of our 
known universe…

M /InfiniteOpera  N @InfiniteOpera  P InfiniteOperaCo
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Music From The Show 
Nightshade: Aubergine
Muziektheater Transparant
Thursday 9th August 18:30-19:30
Lewis Cubitt Square
Music: Florizoone, Abdulrasol, Peeters
Words: Various
Concept: Claron McFadden, Minailo
Nightshade: Aubergine was originally conceived as a 
‘music theatre road movie’� Together with documentary 
maker Lisa Tahon, soprano Claron McFadden went in 
search of our common roots along different cultures, 
based on the spectacular migration history of an 
age-old nightshade plant: the aubergine� Together they 
travelled to countries around the Mediterranean sea: 
Turkey, Greece, Italy, Spain and Morocco� They stayed 
with a host family, cooked a local aubergine dish and 
learned a traditional song� This concert is the reflection 
of this special series of culinary-musical encounters�

Free event, no booking, just turn up and enjoy!

M /Muziektheater.transparent  P MuziektheaterTransparent

Dear Marie Stopes
Alex Mills
Thursday 9th August 20:00-20:45 · Saturday 11th 
August 14:00-14:45 · Sunday 12th August 14:00-14:45 
Wellcome Collection

Music: Alex Mills · Words: Jennifer Thorp

Marie Stopes, women’s rights campaigner and family 
planning pioneer, first published her controversial 
sex manual Married Love in 1918, revolutionising 
the way people understood sex, desire, and sexual 
health� A century on Dear Marie Stopes uses extracts 
from thousands of emotionally-charged letters 
Stopes received in response to the book to explore 
this unique snapshot of a society’s sex life 100 
years ago� The performance takes place inside 
Wellcome Collection, home to the archive of letters�

Tickets will be available from 11am on Friday 27 July� 
Book tickets online at wellcomecollection�org/events 
or call 020 7611 2222�

N @AlexJosephMills  P @AlexJMills

TOSCATASTROPHE!
Tête à Tête
Friday 10th August 18:30-19:15
Lewis Cubitt Square

Music: Puccini, arr. Burke
Words: Illica & Giacosa

Join Tête à Tête for a nightmare evening as 
we massacre another classic� Following our 
disastrous Bohème in 2017, Timothy Burke 
creates another lousy orchestration to perform 
with totally inept Bill Bankes-Jones� A shambolic 
production where stellar singers Gweneth-Ann 
Rand (Tosca), Ronald Samm (Cavaradossi) and 
Keel Watson (Scarpia) do their best to survive 
the mayhem� Will Tosca leap to her death off the 
Castel Sant’Angelo? Will magnificent singing be 
ruined by hideously ear-splitting recorder playing? 
There is only one way to find out… 

Free event, no booking, just turn up and enjoy!

M /TeteATeteOpera  N @TeteATeteOpera  P operateteatete
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The Lost Box of Stories
Mid Wales Music Trust with Sinfonia Cymru
Monday 13th August
Workshop: 13:30-14:30
Performance: 15:00-16:00
Kings Place

Music: John Webb
Words: Clare Murphy & John Webb

How did music come into the world? 

Why do we tell stories, and where do they come from?  

Meet Anansi, the original Spiderman and join 
narrators John Webb and Charlotte Mafham 
and the players of Sinfonia Cymru to take a 
journey around the world from Africa to South 
America via Wales and Japan�  This is an 
interactive family show that plays with rhythm, 
song, stories and sound and includes lots of 
opportunities for joining in!

There is also a Family Song-Writing Workshop 
13�30-14�30 : Join John and the musicians and 
create a new song to perform all together as part 
of the show

Recommended for 5-11 year olds

The Performance and Workshop are 2 separate 
ticketed events. However for the workshop it’s one 
free adult per child! Full details online.

M /SinfoniaCymru  N @SinfoniaCymru, @Catrin_Slater, 
@JohnWebbCompose, @StoryClare, @CharlotteMafham

The Barrington Hippo
Cambridge City Opera
Tuesday 14th August 12:00-12:30 & 14:00-14:30
Kings Place

Music: Kate Whitley · Words: Sinéad O’Neill

Music, storytelling and theatre combine in this engaging 
and entertaining show for children and adults�  Discover 
how hippos came to Britain, how they died out, and how 
the fossilised bones known as the Barrington Hippo 
were finally discovered, many thousands of years later�  
For all lovers of geology, zoology and natural history, 
with music and theatre thrown in for good measure…!

Recommended for children aged 4-11 and adults 
of all ages.

N @CamCityOpera
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Li-E Chen: 
Proposition for a Silent Opera at an 
Invisible Museum – I am a museum. 
Thursday 16th - Saturday 18th August
The Place 

Artist-in-residence at Tête-à-Tête, Li-E Chen 
will present her work-in-progress performance 
over three days as part of her research and 
development project: A Silent Opera on the Life 
and Art of Tehching Hsieh, alongside displaying 
posters and statements from the six lifeworks 
of Tehching Hsieh performed between 1978 
and 1999� Drawing on Hsieh’s concepts of “Life 
is a life sentence, life is passing time, life is 
freethinking”, Chen will further develop her silent 
opera during her residency at The Place�

The Invisible Museum will be open 5�30pm - 9�30pm
Attendance is free (registration required)� You can 
register your interest by emailing rsvp@liechen�com

M /LiEChenArtist  N @Li_E_Chen  P @Li_E_Chen

BIRDY
Karol Nepelski
Thursday 16th August 19:00-19:55
The Place 

Workshopped extracts from an opera about 
obsessive fantasies, based on William Wharton’s 
debut novel� Al grew up with Birdy in a working-
class neighbourhood� Al watches his best friend 
after the war as PTSD traps Birdy inside his own 
mind� His magical mind means that his fantasies 
become his reality� Flashback sequences of their 
youth help Birdy get back to reality, reveal his 
mysterious mind, and explore his fascination with 
all types of birds�

The show hopes to evaluate the human voice’s 
potential when supported by live electronics� 
Birdy is obsessed with canaries, and the leading 
voice parts are based on digitally transformed 
recordings of their song�

M /karol.nepelski   /user-305970138

I Do Need Me
Metta Theatre
Thursday 16th August 20:15-20:55
The Place

Music: Oliver Brignall
Words: Poppy Burton-Morgan

Children say the strangest things - hilarious, 
heart-breaking, profound� Their dramas and 
poetry of the mundane are set to music in this 
verbatim opera by an anonymous two year old 
and rising composer Oliver Brignall (Roles, V&A; 
Palace of Junk, Mahogany Opera Group)�

Starring William Morgan (Paul Bunyan, ENO; 
Turn of the Screw, ENO), this world premiere 
from award-winning Metta Theatre offers an 
insight into the trials and tribulations of being 
two and three quarters�

M /MettaTheatre  N @MettaTheatre  P @MettaTheatre
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I’m Not A Bit Like A Clown
Metta Theatre
Thursday 16th August 21:15-22:00
The Place

Music: Laura Bowler
Words: Poppy Burton-Morgan

Imagine The Secret Life of Four Year Olds set 
to music� Using entirely verbatim text from 
an anonymous two year old, award winning 
composer Laura Bowler (Music Theatre, BBC 
Radio Three; FFF, Ensemble Phace Vienna) 
captures the joy, playfulness and freewheeling 
energy of a toddler� 

Adapted and directed by Poppy Burton-Morgan, 
and scored for non-binary soprano Alexandra 
Bork, this piece explores and explodes our 
received ideas of gender, offering a delightful 
child’s eye view of the world�

M /MettaTheatre  N @MettaTheatre  P @MettaTheatre

Nonsensus 
Operasonic
Friday 17th August 19.00-19.30
The Place

Music: Richard Barnard
Words: The people of Maindee, Newport edited 
by Steven Jones and Rhian Hutchings

I can tell you my vision about the world…

Nonsensus maps the emotional state of an 
urban district in Newport, Wales� Distilled from 
the transcripts of a three-question, door-to-door 
odyssey undertaken by independent data collector 
Stuart Farnsworth, Nonsensus is a psycho-
geographical experience� It could be your street 
in your town, your neighbour over the fence� 
Immerse yourself in an operatic journey of hopes, 
fears, philosophy, politics and memory, and enter 
the inner world of next door�

M /OperaSonic  N @OperaSonic  P @OperaSonic

#echochamber
The Aequitas Collective/Folk Opera Iceland 
(Alþýðuóperan)
Friday 17th August 19:50-21:10
The Place

Music: Michael Betteridge
Words: Ingunn Lára Kristjánsdóttir

When Justie sends a misguided tweet she 
employs her colleague Talon to try and fix the 
mounting backlash on social media� Meanwhile 
his wife Finna, a famous lifestyle vlogger, begins 
an online affair with recluse Freyja�

#echochamber explores how we ‘make mistakes’ 
online, inspired by Jon Ronson’s book So You’ve 
Been Publicly Shamed. This Anglo-Icelandic opera 
invites audiences to tweet their ‘deepest, darkest 
secrets’ onto a live twitter feed as we contemplate: 
“where do we live nowadays? On or offline?”

M /TheAequitasCollective, /Alþýðuóperan 

N @bergmalsklefinn, @ALOP_RVK  P alop_althyduoperan
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Amphora
Helen Caddick
Saturday 18th August 19:00-19:35
The Place

Music: Helen Caddick · Words: Jean Arp

Amphora is inspired by the astonishing art and 
poetry of Dadaist Jean Arp and his love for the 
artist-dancer Sophie Taeuber, his collaborator 
and muse� After Sophie’s death, Arp tore up and 
reassembled some of their work so that he could 
once again create with her�

Through dazzling music, magical dance 
and stunning costume, Amphora evokes the 
incandescence of Arp and Taueber’s relationship 
and its poignant conclusion�

M /Helen.Caddick.Music  N @CaddickHelen

P CaddickHelen

Earth Makes No Sound
Filament Theatre
Saturday 18th August 19:55-20:35
The Place

Music & Words: Osnat Schmool

A provocation about our planet and how we look 
after it� Earth Makes No Sound is a collaborative 
choral work inspired by the elements and the 
changes happening to the Earth�

Originally developed for Chorus Fest at Southbank 
Centre in 2015, and updated by Filament and the 
participants for 2018 and Tête à Tête, Earth Makes 
No Sound explores the possibilities of dynamic 
choral singing and the relationship between 
voice, movement, harmony, body percussion and 
improvisation�

M /FilamentTheatreUK  N @FilamentTheatre

P FilamentTheatre

Love Me To Death
Reel to Real Opera
Saturday 18th August 20:55-21:55
The Place

Music: Tom Randle · Words: Nikki Racklin

In a work of high drama and passionate lyricism, 
Tom Randle’s exciting new opera Love Me To Death 
explores the intense personal conflict and wide-
reaching themes highlighted in the final years of 
Ruth Ellis, the last woman hanged in Britain�

Randle’s intelligently fluid writing, Nikki Racklin’s 
punchy, raw libretto, and a star cast, including 
Gillian Keith as Ruth Ellis, Charne Rochford as 
her lover, David Blakeley, and James Cleverton 
as Ruth’s ‘alternate lover’, make this a must-see 
event�

N @TomRandle_Music, @GillianKSoprano
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The Next Level 
An Opera & Music Theatre Forum 
Open Event
Friday 17th August 14.30-17.30
City Lit, 1-10 Keeley St, London WC2B 4BA

How can companies move to the next level? 
What are the barriers to developing a company, 
increasing performances, enhancing the profile, 
doing something different? What part do image, 
market knowledge, networking and business 
models play? Can companies help each other? 
Or is it all down to funding?

Join us to explore and discuss ways to grow� 
Contributors include English Touring Opera and 
Spitalfields Music�

Tickets: £5�00 
OMTF Members free but booking is required�

Book at www.tete-a-tete.org.uk

 www.omtf.org.uk  N @omtf

Tête à Tête: The Opera Festival – WHAT THE PRESS SAY
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This opera festival
will confound your

expectations and
might show you a
future classic

EVENING STANDARD

Bankes-Jones
isn’t standing

still and neither
is the company

OPERA

an engine room
for new opera

THE STAGE
as fearless

and provocative
as ever

BBC MUSIC



Planning Your Visit 
Where Does The Festival Take Place?
The majority of our festival venues are within the 
King’s Cross area. Over the last few years King’s 
Cross has been transformed into a stunning new 
creative quarter for central London.

When planning your visits to the Festival,  don’t 
forget to take some time to explore this exciting 
area, home to inspiring businesses, great shops, 
destination restaurants, beautiful apartments and 
a burgeoning cultural scene.

How does the Festival work?
Some of our shows are free and you just turn up 
and enjoy, and some of our shows are ticketed. 
Some days there is just the one show and on 
other days two, three or maybe four all scheduled 
to allow you to sample a number of shows on 
a single visit to the Festival. In order to make 
the most of your visit do look at what else is 
happening on the day you are planning to join us!

How much are tickets?
For the best prices we recommend booking early

Advance Online £7.50 

In Person · By Phone · On the Door £9.50M
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City Lit
1-10 Keeley St,
London WC2B 4BA

RADA Studios
16 Chenies Street,
London WC1E 7EX

Wellcome
Collection
183 Euston Rd,
London NW1 2BE

Holy Cross Church
98 Cromer Street,
London WC1H 8JU

The Place
17 Duke’s Road,
London WC1H 9PY

St Pancras 
Old Church
Pancras Rd,
London NW1 1UL

Kings Place
90 York Way, 
London N1 9AG

The Crossing
1 Granary Square, King’s 
Cross, London N1C 4AA

Lewis Cubitt Square
Stable Street
London N1C 4AB

Vale of Health Pond
Hampstead Heath
London NW3 1AN

Booking In Advance
ONLINE 
www.tete-a-tete.org.uk

IN PERSON OR BY PHONE
Due to the many different performance spaces 
most advance sales are online only. However for 
performances at the following venues you can book in 
person or by phone, but remember it is more expensive!

The Place
17 Duke’s Rd, London, WC1H 9PY 020 7121 1100

RADA Studios 
16 Chenies St, London, WC1E 7EX  020 7908 4800

Kings Place 
90 York Way, London N1 9AG 020 7520 1490

Booking On the Day
Online sales will close mid-afternoon for evening 
performances and mid-morning for afternoon 
performances. Thereafter tickets might be 
available for performances you wish to attend on 
the door, or by phone, but book online early for the 
best price and to avoid disappointment!
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Discover more about the shows in this year’s 
festival by visiting www.tete-a-tete.org.uk 
You’ll find indepth info, exclusive videos, full 
credits and suggested reading lists for all the 
shows, and much, much more.



August
Wed 1 Holy Cross Church Mary’s Hand 20:30 - 21:40 
Thu 2   Lewis Cubitt Square Juice Vocal Ensemble  18:30 - 19:15
    Holy Cross Church Mary’s Hand 20:30 - 21:40 
Fri 3   Hampstead Heath  Fleet Footing Sonic Walk  17:00 - 19:00 
  St Pancras Church Fleet Footing Happening 19:00 - 19:15
  The Crossing  WEAR  20:00 - 20:45

Tue 7   RADA Studios Blue Electric 19:00 - 19:40
  RADA Studios Einstein’s Dreams 20:00 - 20:40
  RADA Studios NIBIRU! 21:00 - 21:50
Wed 8   RADA Studios Vicky & Albert  19:00 - 19:20
  RADA Studios The Cloak & Dagger Affair 19:40 - 20:20
  RADA Studios Entanglement! An Entropic Tale 20:40 - 21:35
Thu 9   Lewis Cubitt Square Nightshade: Aubergine 18:30 - 17:30 
  Wellcome Collection Dear Marie Stopes 20:00 - 20:45
Fri 10   Lewis Cubitt Square TOSCATASTROPHE! 18:30 - 19:15
Sat 11   Wellcome Collection Dear Marie Stopes 14:00 - 14:45
Sun 12   Wellcome Collection Dear Marie Stopes 14:00 - 14:45

Mon 13   Kings Place The Lost Box of Stories: Workshop 13:30 - 14:30 
  Kings Place The Lost Box of Stories: Performance 15:00 - 16:00 
Tue 14   Kings Place The Barrington Hippo 12:00 - 12:30 
   Kings Place The Barrington Hippo 14:00 - 14:30
Thu 16   The Place Li-E Chen: Proposition for a Silent Opera  
    The Place Birdy  19:00 - 19:55
    The Place I Do Need Me 20:15 - 20:55
  The Place I’m Not A Bit Like A Clown 21:15 - 22:00
Fri 17 The Place Li-E Chen: Proposition for a Silent Opera 
  City Lit OMTF: The Next Level 14:30 - 17:30
  The Place Nonsensus 19:00 - 19:30
  The Place #echochamber 19:50 - 21:10 
Sat 18 The Place Li-E Chen: Proposition for a Silent Opera  
  The Place Amphora 19:00 - 19:35
  The Place Earth Makes No Sound  19:55 - 20:35
  The Place Love Me To Death  20:55 - 21�55

July
Thu 26  Lewis Cubitt Square BISHI: The Good Immigrant 18:30 - 19:25
Fri 27   Lewis Cubitt Square The Errollyn Wallen Songbook 18:30 - 19:30
Sat 28   Hampstead Heath  Fleet Footing Sonic Walk 14:00 - 18:00
Sun 29   Hampstead Heath  Fleet Footing Sonic Walk 14:00 - 18:00
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